I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY OF THE MATERIAL
THE dependence of induced chromosome structural change on the genotype is clear wherever, as has often been observed (see Koller, 1954) , different individuals show different frequencies of change after subjection to the same treatment. Indeed it is sometimes possible to go further and relate the occurrence of spontaneous structural change-breakage, reunion and so on-to unbalance of the genotype resulting from wide hybridisation (as in Bromus ; Walters, I 951) or forced inbreeding (as in rye ; Lamm, 1936 Mumzing and Akdik 1948) . The present report deals with a new example of structural change found at meiosis in a strain of inbred rye. Its consequences are sufficiently few and simple to make a detailed analysis possible, and the abnormality has a further and special interest in the differentiation it reveals along the chromosomes.
The inbred line, since the 23rd generation, has been continued as two sub-lines, Pz3 and Pi4. When these sub-lines were first examined, in the 27th generation, they were found to differ in chromosome behaviour at meiosis (Rees, 1955) . In plants of Pi3 there was much fragmentation and bridge formation at first anaphase, whereas plants of Pr4 had little. There was also, in conjunction with the breakage in Pr3 a lower terminalisation of chiasmata at first metaphase. These differences must be attributed either to mutation or to residual heterozygosity of the parent line.
The following is an account of meiosis in Pr3. As a result of this distortion, bivalents become asymmetrical (see fig. i ). They are similar to those produced by X-raying pachytene chromosomes in Uvularia (Darlington and La Cour, 1953) ; and in Uvularia, as in rye, the broken chromosomes release few, if any, fragments before first anaphase (see also Haque, 1953) . The majority of breaks become detectable only at anaphase, when the fragments are released and bridges appear. The broken pieces until then are held, undetectable, in the bivalents. Rare associations of three or four chromosomes in p.m.c. of three plants in Pt3 can be interpreted either as B" or B' (chromatid) breaks followed by interchange. The sequence of events, breakage and sister reunion, postulated to account for these observations is represented in fig. 2 . Reunion in centrics gives rise to the anaphase bridges, which will appear with normal, we do in fact find a significantly lower terminalisation value accompanying the breakage in P13. The terminalisation was scored for this comparison as the proportion of terminal chiasmata to the number of bivalent arms paired. In other cases of natural and induced meiotic breakage a change in chiasma frequency is often associated with breakage (see Darlington and La Cour, 1953) . Abnormal proximal chiasmata in some Pi3 bivalents (see Rees, 1955) This interpretation of the structural change assumes that all anaphase as well as metaphase configurations are consequences of single B" breaks. Certainly, only such B" breaks could account for the asymmetrical metaphase bivalents. It is, however, conceivable that some of the anaphase configurations might arise from other causes. If they do, the evidence indicates that these alternative causes, at most, account for only a small proportion of the fragments and bridges at anaphase. These alternatives are :--(r) Pairing is between non-homologous chromosomes, i.e. intrahaploid (see Darlington, i97) . Intra-haploid pairing is extremely unlikely in P,3 in view of the relatively high chiasma frequency breakage and reunion between the centromere and a chiasma in one bivalent. The acentric is held by the chiasma. x2roo.
(2) Pi3 plants are heterozygous for a number of inversions. A high degree of inversion heterozygosity after 29 generations of inbreeding would be remarkable, and it is ruled out on the following grounds. First p.m.c. of all twenty F, plants between Pr3 and three other lines are normal at anaphase: bridges and fragments appear in less than i per cent, of cells. Secondly, since all Pz3 plants have many fragments and bridges in p.m.c. this would imply that all Pr3 plants were structural heterozygotes, and consequently that the structural homozygotes were lethal. But the closely related Pi4 plants have no, or rare, anaphase bridges and fragments. They are not lethal and yet they are more or less completely homozygous with regard to chromosome structural arrangements.* * In Chorthippus (Darlington, 1936) anaphase bridges and fragments were attributed to inversion crossing over. Darlington, however, pointed out that not all cells examined at pachytene showed inversion pairing. Some of the fragments and bridges therefore may well have resulted from the kind of B' breakage described in this paper.
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(i.) Normally paired chromatids break and reunite in the form of chiasmata with inverted crossing over (see Darlington and La Cour, 1953) . We cannot entirely rule out inverted crossing over with normal pairing, but the following evidence shows it could at most be rare. In Pi3, where more than two chiasmata never form in one arm, an inverted cross over could give rise to a second division bridge only when a normal chiasma is proximal and disparate in relation to it.
In the plant the proportion of arms with two and with one chiasma is 19 227 (in twenty p.m.c.) which corresponds to the maximum proportion one would expect of fragments with bridges at second division to those without bridges. The observed proportion is significantly larger, 13 : 34 (P = <oooi). Similarly in P132 the maximum expected is 5 239, and the observed 4 : 24 (P = <oooi).
The relative excess of second anaphase bridges is also good evidence against (2) and (s). Upcott used the same type of analysis in 1937. We are clearly justified in the assumption that predominantly, if not entirely, B" breakage of the kind represented in fig. 2 accounts for the abnormalities at all stages. We can thus confidently extend the analysis to a more detailed consideration of the observations. The proportion of fragments is o65. We see that bridges per p.m.c. are almost as frequent as fragments. Clearly SR in centrics, like acentrics, approaches completeness. In Pi32, the proportion of bridges is o28 and fragments 042. SR, though less than in P131, is still of a high order (about 70 per cent.). These values most probably underestimate SR in centrics, because short bridges break at early anaphase and are liable to be unrecorded. This high proportion of bridges to fragments also indicates that if single chromatid breaks occur to produce fragments, they must be comparatively few. Otherwise, fragments would greatly exceed bridges, for with single B' breaks there are no anaphase bridges.
In Pi3' and Pi3 about 70 per cent. of the fragments at first anaphase are accompanied by a bridge (table 2). With B" breaks and SR this implies equational separation at the break in about There is evidence that prophase damage induced by X-rays is localised in certain cases (La Cour, 1953 ; Rees, 1953) , but time of breakage is not limited for non-spontaneous localised breakage some chemicals and irradiations cause localised breaks in the resting stage (see Koller, 1954) .
A natural breakage described by Haga (1953) in Paris is in many ways similar to that in rye. The breakage, predominantly B" with a high degree of SR, produces asymmetrical bivalents at metaphase and bridges and fragments at anaphase.
In rye and Paris the distribution of breakage, mainly distal and proximal respectively, corresponds in general with the localisation of chiasmata in the two species. It would appear therefore that similar factors may influence both the breakage and chiasma formation. Indeed it may well be that the distribution of breaks, as well as of chiasmata (see Darlington, 1935) , corresponds with the distribution of torsion at pachytene.
INHERITANCE AND GENE ACTION
Each of fifteen Pi3 plants examined over the past three generations exhibits breakage evidently the sub-line breeds true. On the simplest view the divergence from P4 could be interpreted as a single gene mutation. On crossing Pi3 with other lines the F,s are normal at anaphase, with rare or no bridges and fragments. At metaphase asymmetrical bivalents were found in rare p.m.c. in four out of twenty F1 plants. In an F, raised from one cross only one out of twenty-two plants showed evidence of breakage other than by bridges and fragments in exceptional p.m.c. (an average of less than one per cent.). Consequently, if a single gene mutation is primarily responsible for the divergence, then its effect must be highly sensitive to its genetic background in view of its low penetrance in F,. There is, therefore, no doubt that the abnormality is influenced by at least two genes, probably many.
The localisation of the breakage, whether we attribute it to (i) mechanical or physical differences along the chromosomes, which are becoming increasingly well known (e.g. Lima de Faria, 1952), or (2) chemical differences in the chromosome matter, reflects the specificity of gene effect within the nucleus, and emphasises the phenotypic aspect of chromosome differentiation. 
